The neuromuscular transform constrains the production of functional rhythmic behaviors.
We continue our study of the properties and the functional role of the neuromuscular transform (NMT). The NMT is an input-output relation that formalizes the processes by which patterns of motor neuron firing are transformed to muscle contractions. Because the NMT acts as a dynamic, nonlinear, and modifiable filter, the transformation is complex. In the preceding paper we developed a framework for analysis of the NMT and identified with it principles by which the NMT transforms different firing patterns to contractions. The ultimate question is functional, however. In sending different firing patterns through the NMT, the nervous system is seeking to command different functional behaviors, with specific contraction requirements. To what extent do the contractions that emerge from the NMT actually satisfy those requirements? In this paper we extend our analysis to address this issue. We define representative behavioral tasks and corresponding measures of performance, for a single neuromuscular unit, for two antagonistic units, and, in a real illustration, for the accessory radula closer (ARC)-opener neuromuscular system of Aplysia. We focus on cyclical, rhythmic behaviors which reveal the underlying principles particularly clearly. We find that, although every pattern of motor neuron firing produces some state of muscle contraction, only a few patterns produce functional behavior, and even fewer produce efficient functional behavior. The functional requirements thus dictate certain patterns to the nervous system. But many desirable functional behaviors are not possible with any pattern. We examine, in particular, how rhythmic behaviors degrade and disintegrate as the nervous system attempts to speed up their cycle frequency. This happens because, with fixed properties, the NMT produces only a limited range of contraction shapes that are kinetically well matched to the firing pattern only on certain time scales. Thus the properties of the NMT constrain and restrict the production of functional behaviors. In the following paper, we see how the constraint may be alleviated and the range of functional behaviors expanded by appropriately tuning the properties of the NMT through neuromuscular plasticity and modulation.